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-Cue Self-Other History, continued. General Example, Brief Outline:  “I have a long history of … (for 

example, practicing swimming), my neighbors have a long history of … (for example, sprinting on cliffs)” 

Cue Hint: How would you know if these self, external, etc. history shares are true or aren’t; and why, 

scuse me when might it matter. Perhaps the second point here is where to start. So, when might it 

matter if these examples of self, other history et al forms of hit-sory: scuse me, history are lies.  

Theme: whater 

Theme music citation: Kate Bush Cloudbusting 
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-Cue Incidence: Notice or even count? The number of repeated mentions of variety.  (If there are 

repeated mentions.) Then diagram it, them to inform the meaning of it, them.  General Example, Brief 

Outline: “I really like water, I mean not just for consumption and hygiene; but like the feel of it. I don’t 

know, water makes me feel special; like at peace, special; I guess water makes me feel calm. Or I guess 

water makes me feel at peace, and calm. What’s the difference between calm and peace. See, this is 

what water does to me; or rather the affect it has on my emotions. Oh there is one more thing, I started 

swimming like to investigate the effect water could also have; no I mean e and not a; in this latter sense.”  

Cue Hint: when counting incidences don’t look for terms of use in speech: such as: like, that, etc.  

But instead look for ideas, items, even people’s names,  etc. et al [that type]\ 

So as example review practice from just above: on the quick: repeated mentions of the word: water, and 

I think more than two mentions of: peace. 

Water, and peace. In basic criminology, it could just be: look for water in the supposed area; and either a 

place of or without peace. (I think, anyway). And now, even if the person/being hadn’t told you, you 

have their connective location. If they had told you, you have the ability to verify. (and that’s something)  

 

-Cue Differentiation:  The being’s ability to separate what is them, and what isn’t them at a specified 

enough effective level. The being’s ability to separate what is theirs, and what isn’t theirs at a specified 

enough level. Example and General Brief Outline: Simpsonal A uses Public Library F everyday, and on 

Wednesdays his schedule lets him into the bathroom at 1:40 instead of his usual 1:00 pm bathroom 

break; Librarian Dimwit notices this change, and calls the local ‘fake’ cops. The local ‘fake’ cops show up 

and knock on the door at 1:50 on a Wednesday, Simpsonal A is about ten minutes from completing 

bathroom break use; because there are many stalls; Simpsonal A doesn’t hear the knock. The local ‘fake’ 

cops break into the bathroom; and start peeking underneath stalls; as people exit. Finally Simpsonal A 

says from the toilet, flushing it; “I’m sorry can I help you.” “Yes,” they respond (like fiction but not), “Are 
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you Clarese Witherspoon.” “No, “ Simpsonal A, says, “I’m Simpsonal  A” “O.K.,” they say, “ We’ll believe 

you if you hand us your i.d.” Simpsonal A hands him/them/her his i.d. They call it in, murmuring to the 

phone, and each other.  “O.K.,” they say, “Mr. A you’re off the hook this time, but if you we see you in 

the bathroom again; we’re gonna put you under arrest; the Librarians don’t want you in the restroom: 

They believe you are disobedient.”  

Simpsonal A announces to the public or whoever, that he now believes that the Librarians own the 

bathrooms in public libraries since that’s what the police enforced. He also announces that he believes 

that he and everybody else except for the Librarians and the local (who he doesn’t know somehow are 

fake) cops (due to their uniforms especially) have to hurry when using such bathrooms. But he’s sure it’s 

no big deal; I mean everybody he announces can just catch up on bathroom use at HOME.  

Cue Hint: Simpsonal A on a graded scale of P/NP where a P is good enough effective level would receive 

a NP. A NP means a being, is not qualified to enter a Public Library, any of them, including the 

bathrooms in such a library.  

Cue Hint: Paradox of Conundrum Criminology in spectrum Justice: When not actualized as qualified to 

enter Public Libraries and their Restrooms; how might you actualize to qualify to have a place to live 

with bathroom: also called perhaps: HOME. 

 

 

 


